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  At first, the author analyzed the different Goddess ship and godhood of 
Nu-Wa, Jiu-Tian-Xuan-Nu and Di-Mu from those ancient China’s records. From 
mythology’s definition, all of them are belong to the type of First ancestor- 
cultural hero-creator. 
  Second, in Taiwan’s folk belief, many people felt confuse about Di-Mu, 
Nu-Wa and Jiu-Tian-Xuan-Nu. The author tried to get things into shape about the 
relation of these three goddesses and summed up some folk believers’ opinions, 
finally, she brings up the theory of “Three in One”---- the Trinity. 
  Third, by Carl Gustav Jung's Analytical Psychology theory, the author 
considered that these three goddesses are primordial images. They’re deriving 
from the religion of the Great Mother, as well as the archetypes of the Great 
Mother. Meanwhile, all these psychological primordial images are also the 
imagoes which can make the believers have a noticeable transformation 
themselves. 
  All of the above will broaden and go deep into the scope of the Great 
Mother’s religion in ancient times and the Oedipus Complex of the Human 
Collective Unconscious. The author tried to use the psychological theory to 
analyze why “the Great Mother’s religion” and “the Oedipus Complex” have 
great effect on our modern people. She analyzed the various factors, from such 
as gender, desire, feminism, the science of the cranial nerve, etc, and then, back 
to the condition of the feminist theology and goddesses religion nowadays. Her 
opinion is, there is a kind of common desire about “return to Mother’s embrace” 
between our modern people. For that matter why the desire about “return to 
Mother’s embrace” would be exit is because that is a way of human wants to be 
saved by themselves, and it is also a soft, gentle and mild way of living. 
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圖三  補天宮前殿一樓大廳供奉的女媧娘娘（前方黑色石尊爲九天玄女） 
 
 
圖四  補天宮後殿一樓左方牌匾 
 
 


















圖六 補天宮一隅       圖七 興建中的九天玄女天壇 
 
 


















圖九  九天玄女天壇神明降乩畫符 
 
 

















圖十一  南投埔里地母廟一隅 
 
 




















圖十三  南投埔里地母廟一隅 
 
 

















    
圖十五 地母廟門神齊天大聖     圖十六 地母廟門神王天君 
 
 



















圖十八  台中仙福堂地母至尊 
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